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ABSTRACT
The inner disc of the local group galaxy M33 appears to be in settled rotational bal-
ance, and near IR images reveal a mild, large-scale, two-arm spiral pattern with no
strong bar. We have constructed N -body models that match all the extensive obser-
vational data on the kinematics and surface density of stars and gas in the inner part
of M33. We find that currently favoured models are unstable to the formation of a
strong bar of semi-major axis 2<∼ aB
<
∼ 3 kpc within 1 Gyr, which changes the dy-
namical properties of the models to become inconsistent with the current, apparently
well-settled, state. The formation of a bar is unaffected by how the gas component is
modelled, by increasing the mass of the nuclear star cluster, or by making the dark
matter halo counter-rotate, but it can be prevented by either reducing the mass-to-
light ratio of the stars to ΥV ∼ 0.6 or ΥK ∼ 0.23 in solar units or by increasing the
random motions of the stars. Also a shorter and weaker bar results when the halo is
rigid and unresponsive. However, all three near-stable models support multi-arm spi-
rals, and not the observed large-scale bi-symmetric spiral. A two-arm spiral pattern
could perhaps be tidally induced, but such a model would require an implausibly low
mass disc to avoid a bar and there is no visible culprit. Thus the survival of the current
state of this exceptionally well-studied galaxy is not yet understood. We also suspect
that many other unbarred galaxies present a similar puzzle.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
spiral — galaxies individual: M33 — (galaxies:) Local Group
1 INTRODUCTION
It has long been known (Hohl 1971; Kalnajs 1978) that
many models of galaxy discs are unstable to the for-
mation of a strong bar, yet a significant fraction of
disc galaxies lack any trace of a bar, and another
large fraction have only weak bars (Sellwood & Wilkinson
1993; Eskridge et al. 2000; Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2007;
Masters et al. 2011). Many reviews have addressed how
and why bars form (Toomre 1981; Sellwood & Wilkinson
1993; Binney & Tremaine 2008; Sellwood 2013) and both
Berrier & Sellwood (2016) and Bauer & Widrow (2019)
highlighted the problem of accounting for the observed bar
fraction. As these questions raise a host of both theoretical
and observational issues related to normal mode analysis,
⋆ E-mail:sellwood@as.arizona.edu
† E-mail: jtshen@sjtu.edu.cn
halo responsiveness, bulges, non-linear behaviour at reso-
nances, tidal interactions, bar destruction, the role of gas,
galaxy formation and disc assembly, the evolution of the bar
fraction over cosmic time, secular changes, etc., we will not
review all this material here and simply refer the reader to
these articles.
Our puropse in this paper is to focus on one simply
stated question: can we understand why the Local Group
galaxy M33, also known as NGC 598 or the Triangulum
galaxy, does not possess a strong bar? Recent observational
studies, most notably that by Corbelli et al. (2014, hereafter
C14), have provided a quite detailed level of information
about the distribution of stars, gas, and dark matter in the
inner parts of this galaxy, and some kinematic information
about stellar velocities near the disc centre. Our objective
is to create and evolve a dynamical model that is as close
a match as possible to the observed constraints and to de-
termine whether the model does or does not form a strong
c© 2018 The Authors
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bar in a short time period. In posing this question, we de-
liberately set aside questions of how the galaxy came to be
in its observed state, and assume only that the inner galaxy
is reasonably settled and is not presently undergoing rapid
changes to its internal structure.
The outer gas disc of M33 has long been known to be
strongly warped (Rogstad et al. 1976; Corbelli et al. 2014;
Kam et al. 2017) and the extended stellar disc is also sim-
ilarly warped (Lewis et al. 2013), but to a slightly lesser
extent. This feature has been attributed to a relatively
recent passage of M33 past its much larger neighbour
M31 as modeled, for example, by Semczuk et al. (2018).
However, the most recent proper motion measurements
(van der Marel et al. 2018) suggest that M33 has yet to pass
close to M31, which if confirmed would require a different
origin for the misalignment of the outer disc.
But whatever the cause of the warp, the careful anal-
yses of the HI emission by C14 and of the excited gas by
Kam et al. (2015) find the kinematics of the gas inside a ra-
dius of <∼ 8 kpc of the nucleus of M33 to be characterized
by a well-ordered elliptical flow pattern, that suggests a flat,
rotationally-supported, nearly axisymmetric disc, observed
at an inclination to our line of sight.
Humphreys & Sandage (1980) identified a large num-
ber of spiral arms in M33 from B- and V-band photometry,
although many are just spurs and fragments. Some of these
features are also weakly visible in the outer parts of the
WISE 1 3.4 µm image presented by Kam et al. (2015). These
last authors also fit multiple arms to their Hα image. How-
ever, near IR photometry at J, H and K (Regan & Vogel
1994) and the 2MASS image (Jarret et al. 2003) reveal a
regular 2-arm spiral pattern, with a third weaker arm, and
these features also dominate the inner disc in the 3.4 µm
image. We conclude that many of the arms counted by
Humphreys & Sandage (1980) reflect star-forming features
that are bright in visible bands due to young stars and begin
to show up again at longer wavelengths due to warm dust,
but the old stellar disc, which is most easily seen at wave-
lengths of a few µm, supports a more regular bi-symmetric
density wave.
Regan & Vogel (1994) note an apparent weak, inner
bar, but were uncertain that it was not just the inward ex-
tension of the spiral arms. Corbelli & Walterbos (2007) re-
ported mild non-circular motion in the inner 200 pc, which
they argued was indicative of a short, weak bar. The anal-
ysis of the lower spatial resolution HI observations pre-
sented in the appendix of C14 suggests that these mild non-
axisymmetric features do not strongly distort the circular
flow pattern in the neutral gas. This conclusion was rein-
forced by Kam et al. (2015), who obtained small velocity
residuals from their measurements of the Hα line, shown
in their Figure 11, after subtracting an axisymmetric flow
pattern.
We conclude that this evidence supports our assump-
tion that the inner disc of M33, which contains most of the
galaxy’s stars and gas, is indeed reasonably settled, lacks a
strong bar, and is not presently undergoing changes in its in-
ternal structure on an orbital time-scale, which is ∼ 400 Myr
at R = 8 kpc.
Despite the abundance of data on M33, there have
been rather few attempts to model its internal structure
in detail, although the warp has attracted more atten-
Figure 1. The fitted rotation curve of M33. The data points with
error bars are from C14 and the smooth curve is our adopted fit
(eq. 1).
tion (see Semczuk et al. 2018, and references therein). Both
Rahimi & Kawata (2012) and Dobbs et al. (2018) focused
on the “flocculent” spirals that are prominent in visual im-
ages (Humphreys & Sandage 1980), which they model with
hydrodynamics. Rahimi & Kawata (2012) compared differ-
ent numerical recipes for stellar feedback over short periods
of evolution in a disc model embedded in a rigid halo that
approximated M33. The simulations by Dobbs et al. (2018)
had a dynamically cool and heavy stellar disc with no halo
in some cases, but their simulations also covered a brief pe-
riod and none continued the evolution beyond 1 Gyr. Here
we report simulations of longer duration, most of which form
strong bars.
2 MODELLING M33
We adopt the standard estimated distance to M33 of 840 kpc
(Freedman et al. 2001; Kam et al. 2015), so that 1′′ projects
to ∼ 4 pc, and inclination of the inner disc of i = 52◦
(Warner et al. 1973; Corbelli & Salucci 2000).
2.1 Distribution of mass
C14 derived the deprojected rotation curve of M33 from
Doppler measurements of the 21 cm line of neutral hydro-
gen, which is in excellent agreement with that obtained by
Kam et al. (2015, their Fig. 18) from a Fabry-Pe´rot data
cube of the Hα emission line of excited hydrogen. The radial
variation of the circular speed, with error bars, is reproduced
here in Fig. 1 from Figure 12 of C14, and takes account of
the pronounced warp in the disc of M33, which begins at
R>∼ 8 kpc. The solid curve indicates our least-squares fit to
these data, which has the following form
V (R) = A
(
R
R + c
)α
, (1)
where the values of the fitted parameters are: A =
128.42 km/s, c = 0.80 kpc, and α = 1.31. This form
forces the curve to start from the origin, which is not fully
supported by the input data. Although Kam et al. (2015)
obtain a gentle rise from a fit to their 2D velocity map
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 2. Top panel: The surface density profiles in M⊙ pc−2,
of the stars (red), HI (green), total gas (cyan), and total baryonic
mass (blue). Data are taken from the smoothed curves in C14,
plus the molecular gas contribution from their eq. (1). Bottom
panel: rotation curves computed in the disc mid-plane from the
disc stars (red) and the total gas (cyan), while the magenta line
shows that from the fitted spherical dark matter halo. The dashed
black line shows the combined rotation curve of the three mass
components, and the data points are reproduced from Fig. 1.
obtained by from Fabry-Pe´rot observation of the Hα line,
Corbelli & Walterbos (2007) report a velocity jump across
the nucleus of ∼ 50 km s−1 between the approaching and re-
ceding sides in their major axis slit position (see also Rubin
1987). An unresolved rise of the deprojected circular speed
to ∼ 40 km s−1 would be consistent with the dense nuclear
star cluster, which has an estimated mass of ∼ 106 M⊙
(Kormendy & McClure 1993; Kormendy et al. 2010). Aside
from this possible velocity jump, which we will return to, we
consider the smooth curve to be an adequate fit to the data.
C14 combined BVIgi photometry, SED fitting based
on a revised Bruzual & Charlot (2003) method, and the
“Padova 1994” stellar evolutionary library to create stellar
mass maps for each pixel. The black points in their Figure
11, show azimuthally averaged values of the mass-to-light
ratio Υ in solar units of 1.1 ≤ ΥV ≤ 1.3 for R > 1.4 kpc,
rising inside this radius to ΥV ≃ 1.5 ± 0.2. C14 also find
slightly higher values for ΥV when they use only the BVI
colours.
Kam et al. (2015) present surface brightness profiles de-
rived from Spitzer IRAC 3.6 µm and WISE 1 3.4 µm images,
and fit an exponential disc with a length scale of 1.7 kpc with
a small bulge that accounts for 3% of the total IR light.
Kam et al. (2015) adopted ΥK = 0.72 for the disc, giving a
total stellar mass of 7.6×109 M⊙(Kam et al. 2017), which is
much heavier than the heavier disc model of C14, but these
authors preferred a lower ΥK = 0.52 in their later paper,
which yields a similar stellar mass to that of the heavier
disc proposed by C14.
Since heavier discs are more difficult to stabilize, we
have adopted the more conservative lower disc surface den-
sity of the two models fitted by C14, which is presented in
their Figure 10. They extrapolate the surface density from
R < 6 kpc with two exponential functions, adopting a slope
change at R = 10 kpc, to give a total mass for the stellar disc
integrated to R = 20 kpc of 4.84× 109 M⊙. In the same fig-
ure, they also give the HI surface density they derived from
the intensity of the 21 cm line, which they correct for he-
lium content to yield a smoothed neutral gas density profile.
The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows the fitted surface density
profiles of the various baryonic components, which includes
the helium correction and the molecular contribution given
by eq. (1) of C14. The total mass of the gas disc integrated
to R = 20 kpc is 2.65 × 109 M⊙.
We computed the central attractions of the stellar and
total gaseous discs separately by the elliptic integral method
(Binney & Tremaine 1987), which takes account of the flat-
tening of the disc to yield stronger central attraction in
the mid-plane and manifests features associated with the
changes in the slopes of the surface density. We subtracted
the attractions of the disc stars and gas from the fitted circu-
lar speed (eq. 1), and attribute the remaining attraction to
a spherical dark halo in the usual way. We adopt the cored
halo density profile
ρh(r) =
ρ0b
2
(r + b)2
, (2)
where the central density ρ0 = 0.212 M⊙ pc
−3 and core
radius b = 1.3 kpc. The sums of the attractions of the
two disc components together with that of the halo yield
our model rotation curve, given by the dashed line, which
is in satisfactory agreement with the observed data. Our
non-standard halo density profile (eq. 2) differs from both
the NFW function (Navarro et al. 1996) adopted by C14
and Hague & Wilkinson (2016) and the common pseudo-
isothermal function also used by Kam et al. (2015).1
2.2 Distribution functions
We wish to realize an axisymmetric, equilibrium N-body
model that resembles the current properties of M33 as
closely as possible. In order to achieve this, we must select
particles from distribution functions (DFs) for each compo-
nent that would yield the desired density profiles, together
with any velocity dispersion constraints, in the adopted total
potential.
1 The denominator is (r + b)2 and not r2 + b2.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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2.2.1 Disc components
As we are interested in the bar stability of the M33 disc, we
limit the radial extent of both the stellar and gaseous disc
components by applying an outer density taper that reduces
their surface density from the full observed value at R =
8 kpc to zero at R = 10 kpc using a smooth cubic function.
The adopted truncation, which discards almost 11% of the
stellar mass and 22% of the gas mass, limits our focus to
the roughly co-planar inner part of the disc and neglects the
low surface density outer part, which is strongly warped and
halo-dominated.
Kormendy & McClure (1993) used the Fourier quotient
method to obtain a line-of-sight velocity dispersion from the
Ca II triplet absorption line, finding values between 25 –
30 km s−1 over the inner 1′′ of M33. Corbelli & Walterbos
(2007) measured mostly emission line velocities in multiple
long slits at a variety of position angles. However, they also
estimated the stellar velocity dispersion “along the major
axis of the inner disc”, again using the Ca II triplet, finding
values in the range 28 – 35 km s−1, in agreement with the
other study. Neither paper attempted to follow the outward
radial variation of the velocity dispersion, probably because
of decreasing surface brightness and/or instrumental spec-
tral resolution limits.
We therefore adopt a uniform Q = 1.5 for the stellar
disc, where
Q =
σR
σR,crit
with σR,crit =
3.36GΣ
κ
, (3)
(Toomre 1964). Here σR is the Gaussian width of the ra-
dial velocity component of the particles, and κ(R) is the
epicyclic frequency. Adopting a constant Q yields a velocity
dispersion in both the radial and azimuthal components that
decreases outwards from a central value of σR ∼ 35 km s−1.
Our model also has a central value of the vertical veloc-
ity dispersion of σz ∼ 21 km s−1, which is constructed as
described below. While the true axis ratio of the velocity
ellipsoid in M33 is unknown, a flattening of ∼ 1.7 : 1 may
be reasonable. Combining the in-plane and vertical compo-
nents at an adopted inclination of 52◦ yields a line-of-sight
dispersion of ∼ 31 km s−1, which is consistent with reported
values. We determine the appropriate in-plane DF by the
method given by Shu (1969) in the numerically determined
attraction of the thickened discs and halo mass distributions.
We also model the gaseous disc with collisionless parti-
cles in some of our simulations. In these cases, we adopt
Q = 0.1 and select velocities for the particles using the
Jeans equations (Binney & Tremaine 2008) which are ad-
equate when σr ≪ Vc.
We adopt a Gaussian function with a spread of 100 pc
in the z-direction to create the volume density profiles of
both the star and gas discs and assign velocities using the
vertical Jeans equation at each radius in the numerically
determined gravitational attraction.
These procedures allow us to realize the discs with par-
ticles that result in satisfactory equilibria at the outset. The
radial variation of the velocity dispersion in the stellar disc
is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.
2.2.2 Halo component
Holley-Bockelmann et al. (2005) demonstrated that a satis-
factory equilibrium halo DF can be determined by Edding-
ton inversion (Binney & Tremaine 2008) in the potential of
a composite disc-halo mass distribution by neglecting the
flatness of the disc i.e., the attraction of the disc should be
GMd(r)/r
2, where Md(r) is the disc mass enclosed within a
sphere of radius r; this spherical average is generally weaker
than the attraction in the disc mid-plane. They showed that
the mild flattening of the final potential has a negligible ef-
fect on the equilirium of the halo, as we have also found in
our own work. We therefore use Eddington’s formula to de-
rive an isotropic DF for the halo of M33 in the presence of
the disc components.
Since our adopted halo density (eq. 2) yields an en-
closed mass that asymptotically increases linearly with ra-
dius, we limit its extent by setting the density to zero for
r > rtrunc = 40 kpc. In previous work, we have found it
acceptable to limit the radial extent of an infinite live halo
having a steeply declining density profile simply by com-
puting the DF assuming an infinite radial extent and then
discarding from the DF any particles having E > Φ(rtrunc),
where Φ(r) is the gravitational potential of the total mass
distribution. This bound eliminates all particles having suf-
ficient energy that even part of their orbits extend beyond
rtrunc, thereby creating a smooth density decrease to ρ = 0
at r = rtrunc. Even though the resulting particle density falls
below that required to maintain the central attraction in the
outer parts, we have generally found that the consequential
slight disequilibrium of the outer halo led to negligible ad-
justments to the outer density profile as the model evolved.
However, this was not the case with our current halo
model, whose density decreases with radius only as r−2.
An isotropic DF within the shallower potential well of this
halo includes many orbits that have a wide radial range,
and our previously adopted truncation rule resulted in a
density of active particles that fell far below the expected
density even inside r < rtrunc/2, with the result that the
halo model began to expand, reducing the density of all but
the very inner part, as it relaxed towards equilbrium. In-
clusion of the boundary term from the inversion formula
Binney & Tremaine (2008), which we had at first neglected,
made only a minor improvement.
We therefore have revised the halo density profile to
taper to zero at rtrunc as
ρh(r) =
ρ0b
2
(r + b)2
{
cos
(
πr
2rtrunc
)
r < rtrunc
0 otherwise,
(4)
and compute the DF in the total potential of the discs plus
this revised halo by Eddington inversion which, with the in-
clusion of the boundary term, results in an equilibrium halo.
The cosine taper shaves mass from the halo at all radii, but
it has a negligible effect on the halo mass interior to 10 kpc,
which is the radial extent of the discs, and the circular speed
is decreased by just 5%, or 7 km s−1, at r = 20 kpc.
2.3 Combined model
The rotation curve in the mid-plane of the combined three-
component model, which takes account of disc thickness
and gravity softening, is given by the blue curve in the
top panel of Fig. 3; it is in reasonable agreement with the
dashed line that is drawn using eq. (1). The bump near
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 3. Upper panel: The rotation curve of our initial model.
The blue curve shows the circular speed in the disc plane com-
puted from the attraction all three mass components, the green
curve indicates the mean orbital speed of the star particles, while
the dashed line is drawn from eq. (1). Lower panel: The radial
variation of the dispersions of the radial (red), azimuthal (green),
and vertical (blue) velocity components in the initial stellar disc.
R = 8 kpc is caused by our truncation of the disc compo-
nents at that radius (see e.g. Casertano 1983). The mean
orbital speed of the star particles, green curve, is lower be-
cause of asymmetric drift. The virial ratio of the complete
model is T/|W | ≃ 0.495, and no significant adjustment to
the mass or velocity distribution of any component occurs
in the initial evolution.
3 SIMULATIONS
Both the stellar disc and halo were each represented by 1
million particles in our fiducial simulation. These collision-
less particles were drawn from the DFs described above
using the smooth procedure outlined in the appendix of
Debattista & Sellwood (2000). The gaseous disc was rep-
resented by 100 000 particles, chosen at random from the
truncated gas density profile.
3.1 Collisionless particle only simulations
We computed the evolution of this three component model
using the hybrid option of the GALAXY code (Sellwood 2014).
3.1.1 Numerical parameters
The gravitational attraction of the two disc components was
computed using a 3D cylindrical polar grid having 330 rings,
512 spokes and 75 planes. The outer edge of the grid was at
11.13 kpc, the vertical spacing of the grid planes was 50 pc,
so that it extended to±1.85 kpc from the disc mid-plane. We
softened gravity using the cubic-spline kernel recommended
byMonaghan (1992), which yields the full Newtonian attrac-
tion at distances ≥ 2ǫ, where the softening length ǫ = 50 pc.
We further smooth away small-scale density fluctuations by
discarding sectoral harmonics m > 8 in the solution for the
gravitational field.
The field of the halo particles was computed using a
spherical grid having 200 shells and extending to 42 kpc, and
we used a surface harmonic expansion to compute aspherical
terms of the field on each shell, up to and including the l = 4
terms. Naturally, the mutual attraction of the disc and halo
particles was included.
We employed a basic time step of 67 000 years, which
was increased by two factors of two at spherical boundaries
of radii 1 kpc and 2.5 kpc. As usual, we ran comparison
models in which all numerical parameters were varied within
reasonable ranges, which generally caused little change, ex-
cept that a ten-fold increase in the number of particles in
each component caused bar formation to be slightly delayed,
since the seed amplitude of the instability was lower, while
increasing the softening length to 200 pc also resulted in
slower bar formation, but the ultimate outcome was un-
changed.
3.1.2 Basic result
The evolution of our fiducial model is shown in Fig. 4. The
initially axisymmetric disc forms multi-arm spirals at first,
in agreement with the behaviour reported by Dobbs et al.
(2018) in their short simulations. However, a pronounced
bar becomes established before 1 Gyr of evolution, which
settles and persists to the end of the simulation. The bar
forms through the standard global bar instability mechanism
(Toomre 1981; Binney & Tremaine 2008) and has no inner
Lindblad resonance. The semi-major axis aB >∼ 2.5 kpc when
it first forms and aB ∼ 3 kpc by the end. The study by
Semczuk et al. (2018) was focused on the tidal interaction
with M31, but these authors reported a simulation of M33 in
isolation that also formed a bar in the inner 3 kpc of the disc.
Their simulation included gas dynamics, star formation, and
feedback but they gave few details about the bar.
Our fiducial simulation includes a disc component hav-
ing a much lower initial velocity dispersion and the density
profile of the total gas. Since we also modelled this compo-
nent using collisionless dynamics, it is hardly surprsing that
its evolution, shown in the bottom four panels of Fig. 4,
follows that of the more massive stellar disc. We report sim-
ulations in §3.2 in which this component is treated more like
a gas.
The instability we find that forms a strong bar on the
timescale of a few orbit periods is a surprising result, since
it seems likely that M33 is stable today. To argue otherwise,
is to assume that we see M33 at a special time, when some-
thing has happened recently to make its inner disc unstable,
while it was stable < 1 Gyr ago. It might be argued that
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 4. The evolution of our fiducial simulation. The first 16 panels show the projected surface density of the stellar disc, the botton
row displays the evolution of the cool component on a coarser time interval. Times in the top right corner of each panel are in Gyr, the
axes are marked in kpc, and the colour scale shows the logarithm relative to the maximum in each panel.
the triggering event was a possible tidal interaction with
M31; this interaction may have created the warp, as mod-
elled by Semczuk et al. (2018). But there is no evidence for
a disturbed flow pattern in the distribution and kinematics
of the stars and gas of the inner disc, and this is the re-
gion that would need to have been changed recently to have
tipped the disc from stability into the unstable state we find.
3.1.3 How could a bar be avoided?
We therefore discount the possibility of a recent change to
the stability of the inner disc that has not yet had time to
manifest itself. Instead we address the question of how must
the properties we have adopted for M33 be changed in or-
der that the disc remains stable. We have run additional
simulations to examine all of the following possibilities, and
compare, in Fig. 5, the time evolution of the bar ampli-
tude in each case, with that in our fiducial model (solid red
curve). We discuss the implications of these results in the
next section.
Figure 5. The time evolution of the bar amplitude in eight sim-
ulations. The ordinate is the relative amplitude of the m = 2
component determined over the radial range 0.5 < R < 3 kpc.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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(i) Athanassoula (2002) and others have shown that bars
grow more rapidly in responsive halos than in rigid ones. We
have therefore experimented with replacing the halo by the
fixed central attraction that would arise if the halo particles
were replaced by a rigid mass distribution. As expected, this
change substantially reduced the growth rate of the bar, as
shown by the blue curve in Fig. 5, but a weak bar of length
∼ 2 kpc was present by the end of the simulation.
(ii) Saha & Naab (2013) found that bars grew yet more
rapidly when the halo was given some angular momentum
in the same sense as the disc, and conversely growth was
slowed slightly when the halos rotated in a retrograde sense.
We have therefore experimented with adding a large amount
of angular momentum to the halo to make it counter-rotate
against the disc, to almost the maximum extent possible by
reversing the sign of the z-component angular momentum of
most of the halo particles having Lz > 0 initially. Although
this change slowed the initial growth of the bar, as indicated
by the cyan curve in Fig. 5, the bar amplitude rose steadily
until it exceeded that in the isotropic halo (red curve).
(iii) Reducing the disc mass, while increasing the halo
mass to preseve the same total rotation curve has histori-
cally been regarded as the favoured way suppress the bar
instability (Ostriker & Peebles 1973; Efstathiou et al. 1982;
Christodoulou et al. 1995). We report two experiments in
which we reduced the stellar disc mass to 75% and to 50%
of the values we adopted from C14. (The mass of the gas
component was unchanged.) In both cases we fitted a new
halo density profile to compensate for the reduced disc mass
and derived a new isotropic DF for it by Eddington inver-
sion. The evolution of the bar amplitude in these cases is
shown in Fig. 5. The dashed red line (75% disc mass) in-
dicates that a slightly shorter (aB ≃ 2 kpc), but still pro-
nounced, bar developed in this case, while no significant bar
developed when the disc mass was halved (dotted red line).
(iv) Berrier & Sellwood (2016) were able to stabilize some
of their galaxy models by reducing the surface density of the
inner disc only. Accordingly, we tried tapering the inner disc
density from the full density at R = 2 kpc to half the central
density at R = 0. The resulting reduced attraction of the
inner disc allows an approximately four-fold increase in ρ0,
the central density of the halo, and a smaller core radius b.
The dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5 shows that a bar still forms;
the final bar is somewhat shorter (aB ≃ 2 kpc) than in our
fiducial run.
(v) Athanassoula & Sellwood (1986) demonstrated that
the bar instability could also be quelled by increasing Q. The
green curve in Fig. 5 shows that the amplitude of a possible
bar-like feature remains very low when disc random motion
is raised by 33% to Q = 2, and the initial thickness of the
stellar disc was also doubled.
(vi) Toomre (1981) argued, on the basis of linear pertur-
bation theory, that the bar instability could be inhibited by
a dense center (see also Sellwood 1989; Sellwood & Evans
2001; Saha & Elmegreen 2018). As noted above, we have
so far ignored the nuclear star cluster in M33 whose prop-
erties were characterized by Kormendy & McClure (1993).
As the mass of this object is small (Kormendy et al. 2010,
give 1.2 ± 0.2 × 106 M⊙), we thought it unlikely to affect
the global dynamics of the disc, but we include it in an ad-
ditional test for completeness. Here we model the nuclear
cluster as a rigid central Plummer sphere having a mass of
2.63 × 107 M⊙ and a core radius of 10 pc, which is over
20 times the estimated mass and also more diffuse than the
nuclear star cluster in M33, but causes the circular speed to
rise to ∼ 64 km s−1 at R = 11.4 pc or 2.85′′. This dense
component required us to shorten the basic timestep by a
factor of 10. As expected, the initial bar amplitude evolu-
tion, magenta curve in Fig. 5, is little affected by this small
extra mass. Although the bar length 1.5<∼ aB <∼ 2 kpc does
not change much, its amplitude is substantially weakened
as the evolution continued. The formation and subsequent
weakening of the bar almost doubles the velocity spread of
particles in the inner disc, making this mildly barred model
at later times again inconsistent with the current state of
M33.
3.2 Modelling the gas
All the above models employed a second set of collisionless
particles for the gas component. Here we present simula-
tions using a different code to determine whether the bar
instability is altered by a hydrodynamical treatment for this
component, both with and without star formation and feed-
back. We use the publicly available GIZMO code2 (Hopkins
2015) which is able to simulate both hydro- and stellar dy-
namics. The N-body part of GIZMO is almost identical to
that in GADGET3, and the code offers several modern hydro-
dynamical solvers which share some common features with
moving-mesh codes such as Arepo (Springel 2010). We adopt
the recommended Meshless Finite-Mass method for the hy-
drodynamics. The minimum softening length for gas and
star particles is 50 pc, while that for dark matter particles
is 100 pc.
In most of our simulations with GIZMO, we employed
five times as many gas particles as we used in GALAXY, but
otherwise the initial positions and velocities of star, gas,
and dark matter particles are the same as in our fiducial
model. The outcomes of tests with gas physics that em-
ployed the smaller number of gas particles were very similar
to those with the larger number, but all the hydrodynamical
results we present here use the larger number of gas particles
(Ngas = 5× 105). We also tried mimicking the effect of the
nuclear star cluster (NSC) in M33 by including a massive
particle of 106M⊙ (the mass of ∼ 250 star particles) and a
softening length of 5 pc. Since we found that including or
omitting the NSC had almost no effect on the bar instability,
we here present only results without a NSC.
The top row of Fig. 6 presents a check of the evolution
using the GIZMO code with both disc components treated
as collisionless particles for comparison with our fiducial
GALAXYmodel. The agreement with the result shown in Fig. 4
is entirely satisfactory; the bar amplitude at t ∼ 2.4 Gyr is
A2/A0 ∼ 0.3 and the bar lengths are very similar in both
codes.
We have experimented with different ways to model the
gas component in order to test their effect on the bar insta-
bility. The second two rows of Fig. 6 show the behaviour of
a simulation with gas that includes radiative heating and
cooling by metal species, star formation, and mechanical
2 We downloaded the public version at:
http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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Figure 6. The evolution of simulations using the GIZMO code. Top row: The time evolution of the stellar surface density when the “gas”
particles are also treated as collisionless, for comparison with our our fiducial model shown in Fig. 4. Second two rows: The time evolution
of the surface density of stars (above) and gas (below) in the simulation with mechanical feedback. Bottom two rows: As in the middle
two but for the case in which thermal feedback has been adopted instead of mechanical feedback.
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feedback from star formation (Springel & Hernquist 2003;
Krumholz & Gnedin 2011; Hopkins et al. 2013, 2017). The
result in the bottom two rows of Fig. 6 shows the differ-
ent behaviour when thermal, instead of mechanical, feed-
back is used. A strong bar forms in the stellar component
by t ∼ 0.5 Gyr in both cases, and weakens only slightly
after t ∼ 1.5 Gyr. It is still very prominent in the bot-
tom two rows, where the bar amplitude is A2/A0 ∼ 0.2 at
t ∼ 2 Gyr. The mechanical feedback creates larger “holes” in
the gas in (middle two rows) than happens with just ther-
mal feedback (bottom), in agreement with the findings of
Dobbs et al. (2018).
We have also tried other prescriptions to model the gas;
in one case treating it as an isothermal gas (T = 12 000K),
and another as having an adiabatic equation of state (γ =
5/3) with cooling, but without feedback in both cases. We
do not show the evolution of these simulations, but note
that a strong bar also formed in both and the absence of
feedback allowed a large fraction of the gas to be driven into
the centre. The inflow in the adiabatic case was sufficient to
cause the bar to weaken at later times.
In summary, we find that a strong bar still forms inde-
pendently of how we choose to model the hydrodynamics of
the gas component.
4 DISCUSSION
We have found that a strong bar forms in our stars-only
models unless (a) the stellar disc mass is halved, (b) the
velocity dispersion and disc thickness are increased, or (c)
the responsive halo is replaced by a rigid halo. While a bar
also formed in all our simulations with gas, it subsequently
dissolved in one case apparently due to gas inflow to the
center, as also happened in the GALAXY simulation with a
central mass to represent an excessively massive nuclear star
cluster. But the early formation of a bar confirmed that the
current state of M33 is unstable and the subsequent evolu-
tion altered the mass distribution and velocity dispersion to
be inconsistent with that currently observed.
4.1 A rigid or rotating halo
Our results have confirmed the finding by Athanassoula
(2002), Saha & Naab (2013), and Berrier & Sellwood (2016)
that galaxy models that might be bar-stable in rigid ha-
los can be unstable when the same halo is composed of re-
sponsive particles. While it has long been known (Sellwood
1980; Weinberg 1985) that strong bars can exchange angular
momentum with a responsive halo, Sellwood (2016) showed
that the bar instability in the disc could also elicit a support-
ing response from mobile halo particles even in the linear
growth phase, when amplitudes are tiny. Thus live haloes
exacerbate the bar stability problem (Athanassoula 2002),
as was confirmed by our test reported in Fig. 5. Chang-
ing the halo DF to include rotation (Saha & Naab 2013) or
velocity anisotropy (Sellwood 2016) has some effect on the
growth rate of the bar, but freezing the halo reduces it to a
much greater extent.
Thus the stability criteria proposed by
Ostriker & Peebles (1973), Efstathiou et al. (1982), and
Christodoulou et al. (1995) do not apply in more realistic
models. Sellwood (2016) found that a disc in a live halo
can still be stabilized by reducing its mass, and estimated
that the ratio of disc-to-halo attraction must be reduced
to between 30% and 50% of that required for a rigid halo.
Nevertheless, our disc model embedded in a rigid halo still
formed a weak bar with aB ≃ 2 kpc and having about
1/3 the amplitude of that shown in Fig. 4, while the live
halo model with half the disc mass was stable, which is
consistent with these earlier results.
4.2 Stability and disc mass
C14 estimated a mean ΥV ∼ 1.2 over the radial range
1.5<∼R<∼ 5 kpc from modeling surface brightness measure-
ments in the BV Igi colour bands, and a slightly higher value
from BV I photometry alone. Adopting the lower mass, we
have found that the disc forms a strong bar of semi-major
axis aB ∼ 3 kpc. We also obtained a strong, but slightly
shorter, bar when we tried reducing ΥV to 75% of their
lower value, but we found no evidence for a bar throughout
the evolution in a model in which we halved the disc mass
from that in our fiducial model. In this last case, our model
assumed that ΥV < 1 everywhere and ΥV ∼ 0.6 over most
of the disc. Kam et al. (2017) reported that their originally
favoured ΥK = 0.72 (Kam et al. 2015) yielded a stellar disc
mass of 7.6× 109 M⊙, while we had to reduce the disc mass
to 2.42 × 109 M⊙ to obtain stability, which would seem to
imply ΥK ∼ 0.23 for our stable disk model. While Υ values
derived from photometric broadband colours can be quite
uncertain, because the fraction of mass in dim, low-mass
stars is not well constrained, ΥV ∼ 0.6 and ΥK ∼ 0.23
are lower than typically expected values (e.g. Conroy 2013;
Schombert et al. 2018) and would imply an unusually top-
heavy IMF in the disc of M33. We also note that this low
value for Υ makes the stellar mass within 20 kpc less even
than the corresponding gas mass.
Furthermore, if it were the case that the presence of
bar in a galaxy is determined by halo dominance, then
barred galaxies would have systematically heavier discs than
their unbarred cousins. Such a difference would be man-
ifested in a systematic offset in the Tully-Fisher relation,
since unbarred galaxies of a given luminosity would be pre-
dicted to have higher circular speed, which is not observed
(Mathewson & Ford 1996; Courteau et al. 2003). Indeed,
Bosma (1996) was unable to find any systematic differences
between barred and unbarred galaxies.
Tapering the surface density of the inner disc to half its
value at R = 0, which Berrier & Sellwood (2016) reported
could stabilize some models, did not prevent a strong bar
from forming in the case of M33. As noted above, this change
effectively reduces Υ in the inner disc to be below that of
the outer disc, which seems the wrong way round.
4.2.1 Spiral constraints on disc mass
It should also be noted that all the spiral patterns in
our simulation of this low mass disc were multi-armed, as
shown in Fig. 7 and there was little sign of the dominant
m = 2 pattern that stands out in near-IR images of M33
(Regan & Vogel 1994; Jarret et al. 2003). The multiplicity
of spiral arm patterns that develop through gravitational
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Figure 7. The evolution of the stellar component when the stellar disc mass is halved from that in the fiducial model. As in Fig. 4,
times in the top right corner of each panel are in Gyr, the axes are marked in kpc, and the colour scale shows the logarithm relative to
the maximum in each panel.
instabilities in a stellar disc is determined by the swing-
amplification parameter X (defined by Toomre 1981); vigor-
ous amplification occurs over the range 1.5 ≤ X ≤ 2.5 when
the rotation curve is flat, and for smaller values when the
rotation curve rises. Recall that X = 2πRc/(mλcrit), which
is the ratio of the azimuthal wavelength of an m-armed spi-
ral to the characteristic scale for gravitational instabilities
in discs λcrit = 4π
2GΣ/κ2 (Toomre 1964), evaluated at R =
Rc, the corotation radius of the spiral. Thus the preferred
arm multiplicity m in a family of models having a fixed ro-
tation curve rises as the inverse of the disc surface mass
density Σ (Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Athanassoula et al.
1987). The low-mass disc whose evolution is shown in Fig. 7
has Xm ∼ 6 at R = 1 kpc, where the rotation curve is still
rising, and this quantity increases toXm ∼ 16 at R = 4 kpc,
accounting for the m ≥ 4 spirals that were preferred in this
model. Thus the fact that the clearest spiral pattern at near-
IR wavelengths is bi-symmetric in M33 is an additional argu-
ment against preventing bar formation by reducing the disc
mass. In fact, the great majority of spiral galaxies, both with
and without bars, have two spiral arms (Davis et al. 2012;
Hart et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2018), which is an indicator of a
heavy disc (Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Athanassoula et al.
1987).
The preceding discussion applies to self-excited instabil-
ities in discs, but it has long been known that bi-symmetric
spirals can also be driven by bars (Sanders & Huntley 1976;
van Albada & Roberts 1981; Li et al. 2015) or tidal per-
turbations (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Noguchi 1987; Toomre
1981; Byrd & Howard 1992), for which there is also observa-
tional support (Kormendy & Norman 1979; Kendall et al.
2011). As reviewed in the introduction, there is some evi-
dence for a weak bar in M33 with a semi-major axis that
is perhaps only 360 pc (Regan & Vogel 1994) which, if it is
there at all, is associated with the inner ends of the much
more extensive spiral arms. If the bi-symmetric spiral pat-
tern observed in M33 is a response to external forcing, then
it weakens the above conclusion that its bi-symmetry is an
indicator of a heavy disc. We here report additional simula-
tions to determine whether the pattern could be the response
to either type of forcing.
4.2.2 Spiral response forced by an inner bar
Our objective here is to test whether the large-scale bi-
symmetric spiral pattern in the old stellar disc of M33 could
be the forced response to the very mild inner bar. We there-
fore report additional simulations of the low-mass disc model
in which we apply an external forcing field to represent the
bar.
The amplitude of the imposed potential varies as
Φbar(r, θ, φ, t) = Φb(r, θ, φ, t)
[
1 +
1
2
tanh
(
t− t0
τb
)]
, (5)
causing it to rise from near zero to its full value over the pe-
riod of −2τb<∼ t− t0<∼ 2τb. We adopt the bar-like quadrupole
form that rotates at the angular rate Ωp
Φb(r, θ, φ, t) = −GMb
a31
α2r
2
1 + (r/a1β2)5
sin2 θe2i(φ−Ωpt). (6)
The semi-major axis of the bar is a1, Mb is the mass of
the assumed uniformly-dense ellipsoid, and the dimension-
less constants α2 and β2 depend on the axis ratios of the
bar a1 : a2 and a1 : a3 and are chosen to give the correct
asymptotic variation of the quadrupole potential at small
and large radii (see Weinberg 1985; Sellwood 2008).
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Figure 8. The evolution of the stellar component when the half-mass stellar disc is forced by a small bar (top row) and an externally
imposed potential to mimic a tidal perturbation (bottom row). The details of the externally applied fields are given in the text. As in
Fig. 4, times in the top right corner of each panel are in Gyr, the axes are marked in kpc, and the colour scale shows the logarithm
relative to the maximum in each panel.
We deliberately exaggerated the size and mass of the
bar in M33, since a smaller, weaker bar would have less
effect. Accordingly we set the semi-major axis of the bar
a1 = 0.4 kpc, made it a prolate homogeneous ellipsoid with
axes a1/a2 = a1/a3 = 2 that rotates about a short axis, and
adopt Mb = 3×108 M⊙. We hold Ωp = Vc(Rc)/Rc constant
such that corotation is at Rc = 1.2a1, and choose the bar
turn-on time scale τb = 2π/Ωp.
The early part of the evolution of the stellar disc in the
resulting simulation is shown in the top row of Fig. 8. The
imposed potential elicited a supporting response from the
particles in the very center of the disc, but the evolution
of the outer disc at all times is barely distinguishable from
that in Fig. 7. This similarity is hardly surprising given the
rapid outward decay of the perturbing field (eq. 6). We have
not examined the gaseous response, since we wish to know
how the old stellar disc would respond, but previous work
(e.g. Li et al. 2015, and references therein) has shown that
the spiral response of the gas is transient as the bar turns
on and extends only as far as the outer Lindblad resonance,
which is at R ≃ 1.7 kpc for our adopted pattern speed.
Thus we find that the large-scale bisymmetric spiral in the
old stellar disc of M33 could not be the forced response from
any visible bar in that galaxy.
4.2.3 Spiral response forced by a tidal encounter
Rather than attempt fully self-consistent simulations of
encounters between two galaxies, such as reported by
Semczuk et al. (2018), we here follow the simpler approach
pioneered by Toomre (1981). When two galaxies move on
eccentric orbits about their common center of mass, the in-
ternal tidal stresses within each can be approximated as a
rotating quadrupole perturbation that is strong during the
period of peri-centre passage only. Our objective is not to
match any specific perturber or orbit, but merely to explore
how the disc responds to a generic stretch of this kind.
In this case, we adopt the following time dependence
for the perturbing potential
Φtide(r, θ, φ, t) = Φb(r, θ, φ)
e−(t−t0)
2/2τ2
t
τt
√
2π
, (7)
where τt is the approximate duration of closest approach,
and we adopt the same form for Φb as given in eq. (6). In
order to achieve the desired duration, we choose τt = 1/Ωp,
causing the perturbing field to be strong as it turns through
an angle of ∼ 2 radians. We choose a1 = 20 kpc, set
Ωp = Vc/a1, with Vc = 120 km s
−1, t0 = 2.5τt so that
the perturbation peaked t ≃ 0.42 Gyr after the start of the
simulation. This somewhat arbitrary set of values deserves
some discussion. The quadrupole field (eq. 6) rises simply
as r2 for r ≪ a1, so that other choices for a1 ≫ 10 kpc
would merely rescale the perturbation amplitude within the
disc. We chose a prograde, in-plane encounter since it would
excite the greatest response, and moderately inclined orbits
should exert similar forces in the disc plane. Our choice of a
constant Ωp matters only while |t−t0|<∼ τt, since the forcing
frequency is immaterial when the perturbation is weak. The
circular orbit frequency at R = a1 corresponds to a higher-
than-circular frequency during a peri-centric passage at a
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larger radius, although the frequency would be lower if the
orbit were also inclined. Thus the only significant free pa-
rameter is the perturbation amplitude. Here we choose Mb
such that the peak perturbed acceleration at the disc edge
(R = 10 kpc) is 2.5% of the centripetal acceleration at the
same point.
The evolution after the closest passage is shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 8. In this case, the external field has
indeed provoked an initial bi-symmetric spiral response in
the stellar disc, which is tightly wrapped in the very centre,
while the outer disc supports an oval distortion. The oval
distortion persists at later times, while the stronger spiral
features fade, leaving a double-bar structure. An additional
simulation with twice the amplitude of the perturbing field
quickly formed a strong bar.
The obvious candidate for a tidal perturbation of
M33 is a possible encounter with M31, and the models of
Semczuk et al. (2018) find a best fit for the warp when clos-
est approach occurred about 1 Gyr ago. However, the inner
disc of M33 at the last two frames in the bottom row of Fig. 8
that bracket 1 Gyr after the closest approach has a clear dou-
ble bar structure, which is quite inconsistent with the mor-
phology of M33 now. As there is also the argument that M33
may be on its first approach to M31 (van der Marel et al.
2018), we do not consider forcing by M31 an attractive ex-
planation for the current spiral appearance of M33. If the
spirals in our low-mass disc model of M33 are to have been
tidally induced, they must have been forced by the very re-
cent passage of a substantial unseen companion.
4.2.4 Conclusion on disc mass
Halving the disc mass from the value in our fiducial model
did allow the disc to remain stable. The above discussion
has not only stressed that the stellar M/L of this stable
model is extraordinarily low, but the self-excited spirals in
the disc are multi-armed, which is inconsistent with the pat-
tern observed in the old stellar disc. We have shown that
the observed spiral could not be the forced response to any
reasonable visible, bar in the inner disc of M33. We have
found that a transient, large-scale bi-symmetric spiral can
be excited in a stable low-mass disc by a recent tidal en-
counter, although we argue that M31 seems a most unlikely
culprit. Without extensive additional exploration, we can-
not exclude the doubly speculative scenario that the disc
of M33 has an extremely low M/L and the bi-symmetric
spiral results from of a favourable tidal perturbation by a
substantial unseen companion within the last 0.5 Gyr.
Albeit with this caveat, it seems unlikely that the so-
lution to the stability of M33 is that the disc has a lower-
than-expected mass.
4.3 Stability and random motion
We successfully inhibited bar formation in our simulation
by setting Q = 2 and doubling the disc thickness, as shown
by the green line in Fig. 5. The projected velocity dis-
persion of the star particles near the disc centre in this
case is ∼ 43 km s−1, which is substantially larger than
the observed dispersion of 25 – 35 km s−1. Note that it
is possible that the measurements of the stellar velocity
dispersion could be biased low (e.g. Aniyan et al. 2016)
because the brighter stars belong to a younger popula-
tion having less random motion, and therefore the mass-
weighted velocity spread in the disc of M33 could be larger
than the reported luminosity-weighted values. Note that
Kormendy & McClure (1993) were aware of this possible
bias, and deliberately selected the Ca II triplet line for their
measurement, as did Corbelli & Walterbos (2007), because
a line in the red part of the spectrum would yield a value
more representative of the older stars than would other lines.
Somewhat surprisingly, the stellar disc in this model did
manifest some mild multi-arm spiral activity, which we at-
tribute to responses to instabilities in the gas component.
The surface mass density of the gas disc is substantially
lower than that of the stars, causing it to prefer instabilities
on a small spatial scales, as discussed above, and these dis-
turbances seemed able to elicit a weak suporting response
from the stars. However, the amplitudes of two-armed dis-
turbances in the combined star-gas disc remained very low
throughout (Fig. 5), so that this hot-stellar disc model was
unable to reproduce the dominant m = 2 spiral pattern in
near-IR images of M33.
Thickening our disc model slightly reduces the inner-
most gradient of the circular speed that arises from the disc
component, and allows the central halo density to be slightly
larger. However, disc thickness must be supported by verti-
cal velocity dispersion. As we discussed above, our models
really should satisfy the observational constraint on the line-
of-sight velocity dispersion, and therefore invoking increased
vertical dispersion would require us to reduce the in-plane
random velocities, although we ignored this constraint in
the above test. Were we to take account ot this constraint
while increasing the disc thickness to allow a slightly higher
central halo density, we really should also have reduced the
in-plane motions, which would have been destabilizing.
Sellwood & Merritt (1994) demonstrated that heavy
discs could be globally stable when they contain two al-
most equal cool components of direct and counter-rotating
stars, such as was found in NCC 4550 (Rubin et al. 1992;
Rix et al. 1992). Unfortunately, the low surface brightness
of the M33 disc creates challenges to measurements of the
stellar velocity distribution and absorption-line measure-
ments are available only very close to the nucleus of this
galaxy (Kormendy & McClure 1993; Corbelli & Walterbos
2007; Kormendy et al. 2010). We therefore have little di-
rect evidence against a possible large counter-rotating stel-
lar population in M33. However, the existence of a regular
spiral pattern seen in the NIR images is good indirect evi-
dence that the stellar disk has significant net rotation in the
same sense as the gas disc, and that counter-rotation is an
unlikely explanation for the absence of a bar within the disc
of M33.
4.4 More exotic ideas for stability
Milgrom (1987, 2015) has argued that observed orbital
speeds in galaxies that are higher than expected from the
Newtonian attraction of the visible matter need not imply
dark matter if the laws of Newtonian dynamics break down
at weak accelerations. His hypothesis, known as MOND,
introduces a critical acceleration scale with a value a0 ≈
10−8 cm s−2 at which gravitational attraction transitions
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from the Newtonian behaviour to a slower decrease, and
it has met with surprising success (Sanders & McGaugh
2002). (The radial acceleration at R = 8 kpc in M33 is
V 2/R ≈ 0.5×10−8 cm s−2.) Brada & Milgrom (1999) found
that as the mean acceleration in the disc was lowered from
the Newtonian to the MOND regime the instability to bar
formation was reduced, until the degree of stability lev-
elled off deep in the MOND regime. Other simulations by
Tiret & Combes (2007) and Lu¨ghausen et al. (2015) con-
firmed that bars still form in MOND, although the final bars
are shorter and weaker than in comparable Newtonian sim-
ulations with responsive halos because bar secular growth is
suppressed.3 A different non-Newtonian gravity law, known
as MOG (Moffat & Rahvar 2013), invokes a Yukawa-like law
of gravitational attraction, and Roshan (2018) also found
that the bar instability was weakened, but not suppressed,
in simulations that employed this law. Thus neither of these
hypotheses, seems able to account for the apparent stability
of M33.
A rigid, unresponsive halo would be unphysical for most
conventional dark matter candidates. However, axion-like
particles, sometimes described as fuzzy dark matter (FDM),
are increasingly being discussed as a possible dark matter
candidate for a number of reasons (e.g. Hui et al. 2017).
Halos composed of such ultra-light, quantum mechanical,
bosonic particles are believed to form a quasi-uniform den-
sity condensate (Marsh & Pop 2015), known as a “soliton”
core, which transitions to a declining density outside the
core. It is unknown whether such a halo core would behave
more like a rigid mass component, but its response to ro-
tating non-axisymmetric distortions in the disc might be
expected to be very different from that of usual collisionless
dark matter.
However, the soliton core is expected to be small, and
the dynamical behaviour of FDM outside the core is the
same as for any other collisionless DM candidate. The core
radius is of order the de Broglie wavelength of the particles,
and the core mass for a given mass halo is also set by the
particle mass and fundamental constants. Using the virial
mass of Mvir ∼ 5 × 1011 M⊙ for M33 (Kam et al. 2017) in
equations (29 – 31) of Hui et al. (2017, see also Schive et al.
(2014a)), together with their suggested mass for the FDM
particle of mFDM ≃ 10−22 eV, we find a soliton core mass
M ∼ 109M⊙ with the half-mass radius r1/2 ∼ 335 pc.
These values imply a central density for the soliton core
of ρc ∼ 7 M⊙ pc−3, over 30 times higher than our fitted
value (eq. 2), which would cause the total rotation curve to
rise more steeply than is observed (Fig. 2). Since the value
of mFDM ≃ 10−22 eV (e.g. Schive et al. 2014b) should be
universal, the fact that the expected soliton core in M33 is
too dense could present a difficulty for FDM models. Setting
that concern aside, it is clear than the dynamics of an FDM
halo should be similar to that of any other collisionless DM
candidate at radii r >∼ 0.5 kpc while the bar that forms in
the disc is several times larger. Thus a soliton core does not
seem like a promising solution to the challenge presented by
the apparent stability of M33.
3 I. Banik (2019, private communication) confirmed that a model
of M33 computed using a MOND gravity law did form a strong
bar.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The inner disc of the Local Group galaxy M33 appears to be
in settled rotational balance and the old stellar distribution,
as revealed in near IR images, supports a mild, bi-symmetric
spiral pattern with no sign of a strong bar. The origin of the
warp in the outer disc is uncertain, but even if it had been
tidally induced during an encounter with M31 some 1 Gyr
ago (Semczuk et al. 2018), the inner disc within ∼ 8 kpc
of the centre appears to have been little affected by the
disturbance.
We have constructed a good equilibrium model of the
inner parts of M33 that matches the surface mass density of
the stars and gas with a dark matter halo that fits the well-
observed rotation curve of the galaxy. The stellar velocity
dispersion in our model matches the central value, which is
the only observational constraint, and we assume Q = 1.5
and a constant disc thickness at all radii.
We have computed the evolution of this model, which
carefully matches all available observational constraints, in
order to determine whether it is stable. We find that it is not,
and it forms a strong and persisting bar with a semi-major
axis of between 2<∼ aB <∼ 3 kpc on a time scale < 1 Gyr. We
discount the possibility that the properties of the inner disc
of M33 have been changed within the last Gyr, or 2.5 orbit
periods, in order to cause it to be unstable today when it
was stable earlier.
Further simulations have shown that the instability per-
sists no matter what prescription we use to model the gas.
Raising the mass of the nuclear star cluster or making the
halo counter rotate in the opposite sense of the disc did
change the evolution, but bars still formed and the final
states of the simulations were inconsistent with the current
observed state of the galaxy.
We succeeded in preventing a bar from forming at all
in two models, and found a substantially weakened the
instability in a third. Halving the stellar disc mass pre-
vented a bar from forming entirely, but the mass-to-light
ratio in solar units of the stellar disc was changed to
ΥV ∼ 0.6 and ΥK ∼ 0.23 from the lower value preferred
by Corbelli et al. (2014), and such values are well below the
ranges that are believed to apply in most galaxies (Conroy
2013; Schombert et al. 2018). Increasing the random motion
of the disc stars also suppressed the bar, but the random mo-
tions exceeded those observed (Kormendy & McClure 1993;
Corbelli & Walterbos 2007). Replacing the responsive dark
matter halo by the fixed potential of a mass distribution
of the same density resulted in a shorter and weaker bar.
However, all three of these “solutions” are unattractive for
a different reason also: the self-excited spiral patterns that
developed in the stellar component of the simulations were
multi-armed, and were quite inconsistent with the lare-scale
bi-symmetric pattern seen clearly in images taken in the
near IR. We did obtain a transient bi-symmetric spiral re-
sponse to a simplified tidal forcing of a low-mass disc model,
but to argue that the current state of M33 can be explained
in this way requires both an exceptionally low M/L for the
stellar disc and the recent passage of a substantial unseen
companion on a favourable orbit.
We discussed, but did not test, modified gravity laws
and soliton cores of “fuzzy dark matter”, concluding that
neither seemed to offer a promising solution to the puzzle
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presented by apparent stability of the inner disc of M33.
We therefore conclude that the survival of the currently ob-
served state M33 is not yet understood.
We selected M33 for this study because it is so well-
observed and enables us to make the clearest possible case,
but we strongly suspect that many other galaxies would
present a similar challenge. It is shocking that we still do
not understand how the bar instability is avoided in real
galaxies, despite Hohl (1971) having first sounded the alarm
about its prevalence nearly half a century ago. Our direct
tests have shown that none of the ideas proposed over the
subsequent years can account for the absence of a bar in
M33. The lack of a satisfactory explanation is perhaps cen-
tral to another outstanding issue, also noted in the opening
paragraph of the introduction, of what determines the dis-
tribution of bar strengths in galaxies? These stubborn prob-
lems present still daunting challenges to galactic dynamics.
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